Fragments of comments from notes and
from random video footage of the 110-120 citizens present …
Break-out Table for Area One moderated by Patricia Fernandez-Kelly
Notes by Mary Clurman

- Heidi Fichtenbaum: We need a new approach to reducing utility costs: For everything that comes out of
this session, that vision of net zero CO2 development. It means for everyone you pay less for utilities. You
can’t begin to think about growing, urbanizing without addressing energy and how we are going to address
climate change. Also I just want to say that as we plan for complete streets, storm water is very important to
a green strategy.
- Kip Cherry: I would like to bring up the idea of historic preservation. It builds on sustainability. Valley
Road school is an historic place. Reusing the existing, not just throwing away the old and building new. It is
my understanding that the playing field is required for its accreditation.
- Fire safety in new construction. I’d also like to point out that Avalon Bay has made its construction
extremely flammable. We are working at the state level to ban that type of construction.
- …there was a commission formed to study what should happen in terms of remedying the impacts of our
recent re-evaluation. There was a series of recommendations.
- Toby Israel: OK, you made these recommendations. As we speak, there are more and more developers
coming into our neighborhoods and changing them. We can come up with a million ideas for changes and

recommendations. And you can have a commission. Let’s put the rubber to the road and tell us now what
is going to happen now in terms of action. [Applause].
- Patricia Fernandez-Kelly: This is a very important point. This connects with Anita’s comments. This is
about the relationship between citizens and government and citizen bodies. What I find frustrating, for
example, I am very excited and inspired to see you all here and to hear these presentations! But then we see
these disasters going on which have to do with the competition between profit maximization and community
living. If I may summarize what you have said so far. It is that point that deserves attention. It is not the lack
of ideas or the lack of worthy people as we have seen right now…it is the interests of developers are winning
over evrything else. I think you are right: What do we do about it?
- Suzanne Lehrer: I am a piano teacher and I teach independently at the Westminster Conservatory, so I’d
like to follow up on something David Cohen said. “we’d like to encourage community and stakeholder
collaboration in development decisions”. Something that I hope is that whatever happens to the College and
the Campus, that the Conservatory with its 2000 students is going to remain here. And we can work together
with arts services and organizations to create an arts center/arts space for the Princeton Symphony and
others. To work together.
- The new plan for municipal parking needs to be made public
- A call for underground parking with a park above
- Coordinate routing for better public transportation
- Valley Road School site for community use
- The appearance buildings is not good.
- *How can we follow through on recommendations?*
- We have a problem in government/citizen interaction: $ vs people
- Integrate housing. Have mixed incomes living side by side
- Why can’t we provide incentives for developers to develop better?
- Q: Who runs the show?
- There ought to be ‘norms of decency’ required of developers
- Princeton Council must clarify expectations: shared vision enables cooperation & responsiveness
- State ‘allowables’ are not limits. There ought to be more precision as to maximums vs minimums
- We want ‘in-law extensions’ to single family homes
- Community Centers, not just offices & houses.
- Consider current needs. The houses without driveways were built that way.
- Let’s have recognition of neighborhoods. Let’s talk to each other. ‘Silo-ing’ of neighborhoods is not a good
thing.
- We need to look at the re-val and the distribution of the tax burden
- Lawsuits seem to be the only way to have voices heard
- The hospital’s need for dollars overruled neighbors. Need to get involved very early.
- There is no public information available on the Packet properties
- The School Board is remote in its approach to the community
- Keep Westminster
- No ‘displacement’ should occur
- What happened to the PRS’s consultant’s plans
- Redevelopment sites need to be thought through: affordable housing with services, mixed income, mixed
housing
- We need community input; negotiations; follow-through
- We want open space on south side of Franklin
- Traffic patterns….?
Kirsten Thoft: Developers build what they are allowed to build. What do you wnt them to build is the
question? It is not what do you not want. It is like playing whack-a-mole, right? If you don’t like that then
you are going to get something else. But what is it that you want? I consider myself a responsible developer.
I am an architect with LEED certification. But that doesn’t mean I get to build two houses in the township on
one lot, even though it is more sustainable and can produce more affordable housing and a mix of smaller

houses. Duplexes…can’t do it. Conversations with land use lawyers…you don’t have a snowball’s chance in
hell to ever build more density unless the zoning changes. If the zoning changes the developers and the
builders will build what they are allowed to build. It come back to WHAT DO YOU WANT? What would be
happy to have, or willing to have? Two smaller houses? A duplex?...that is twice as affordable. Developers
are the people who build houses…not so much individuals building custom houses.
Patricia FK: It is a shared vision of what can be done.
-____: What should be done!
Mary Clurman: On the one hand you are talking about what the govrnment has to do what the people think
should be done. I would like you to know that the sense of hostility to developers came from Mr Ladell who
would not talk to people. But I would also say that in the discussions with the Task Force meetings, what was
noted, was that neighbors were far more amenable to discussion thatn were the builders, the developers and
the architect.
Bill Moody:
Former Montgomery Mayor Louise Wilson [Submitted in writing on form provided]: #1: Valley Road
School- Don’t miss oppoprtunity for adaptive re-use. Delare a re-development area? #2. Municpal Building
Parking Garage- Undergound. Green roof. #3. Race Street Housing- Reasonable, but devil is in the details! A
mix of affordable and market rate, maybe 50-50. #4. Former Packet buildings- Mixed income housing and
mixed uses. #5. Hillier Properties- Must not allow for displacement of people and businesses that are
there….[resentment of owner expressed].
Q: Knowing that there will be growing pressure for developemnt because of population growth, what woud
like to see with property number 5 over the next 20-30 years: My opinion: mix of uses; predominantly small
scale housing. Finding ways to prevent dosplacement of existing people and businesses. Q: How should
tranportation, density, diversity of people and hpouysing, and economic growth be factored into future plans?
A: Very carefully and with multiple opportunities for future public input directly to Council and to Plnning
Baord. #6. South Side of Franklin- Preserve at least a portion for public/green space. Q: Do you have direct
interest: I live nearby.
Other comments [several comments around the table]: A sense that town has no plan.; that there is a
disconnect between the public and the elected officials, the Planning Board and the Zoning Board. We
need to work with developers and be realistic. BUT also maintain high standards for design.. The model is
Josphine Commons. Need to create a unified vision for Witherspoon Corridor. Eg: an arts corridor. Need to
change zoning to allow/encourage exactly what the community wants. Allow double units where single
family only dwellings are currently permitted. There is too much large scale housing being built.. The
Council and the Planning Board do not listen. What became of the Council’s planning session last year?
M/M Achilles Antoniades wrote “… want ‘more green park space. Convert Franklin Parking Lot into a
park with benches. We propose electric mini-buses for local transit. Bring the Dinky station closer to town
center. What a mistake to move it where it is now!! We live on 33 Harris Road.’ This meeting is a great
idea. Council members and the Mayor should be present to hear people’s point of view. Where do these
comments go to?”
Summary by Patricia Fernandez-Kelly
I want to than all who were sitting with me at Table number One. A magnificent group of people. Thank you
for your contributions and, especially, thanks to Mary Clurman, here, who kindly took notes. There is no
scarcity of extraordinary ideas to improve the quality of living in Princeton. This is not new. It is a
community formed by people who are smart, well-educated, and …[who have some money and who are
unusually good looking!]. The result is that it is not for a lack of good ideas that we continue to gather
together to examine better ways we can develop our community. Mary will actually educate us very briefly,
if I forget anything. I think our conversation can be summed up in 2 simple points: the first is that it appears
we do not have a shared vision about what Princeton should be like in terms of diversity, in terms of
objectives and so on and so forth. So one of the conclusions, I think, of our table is that we should seek
better ways to generate some consensus about what we want Princeton to be like. This is important

because as the wonderful Kirsten Thoft reminded us: “Builders build what they are allowed to build.” So
that questions of ordinance and government are very, very important in terms of generating that shared vision
about what we want Princeton to be. The second and related point has to do with the relationship between
government and community residents. I really want to impress on you that there is a lot of frustration at
our table because, as Katherine told us, many people feel silent. They feel they are not communicating with
the Planning Board, with the City government, and with the authorities in the education world. So that
everybody seems to be doing something that is not generating a unified Princeton vision. So we can talk
about density…about small carbon footprint and about how to improve parks and how to create all kinds of
improvements, but unless there is a somewhat shared vision, unless there better ways for the citizenry to
communicate with government, we will continue to have meetings like this…Which I very much look
forward to! Is there something I forgot that you believe is of key importance, Mary?
Mary Clurman: You have covered the essence of what differences there are. I think what it is important that
every table not have the summarries that everyone else has. We all agree on the basics. But the point of view
is really critical.
Patricia: Thank you!

Break-out Table for Area Two moderated by Jeffrey Gradone

Westminster
Dan Rappoport: I am concerned about the Verizon site and Westminster College.
Alison Neely, Conservatory at Westminster [224 Clover Lane]: “The Conservatory is a ‘board-less’, tuitiondriven grandchild of Rider. We have been unable to plan for a long term future.It serves up to 2000 students
per year. It has been going for 35 years. It is a community effort. It will stay even if Westminster leaves. It
would be great to have a community center for the arts on this site because it close to the high school and
JW. We have 600 tudents who walk to lessons after school.
Mary Ann Lauffer, Conservatory [11 Langmoore Dr, Ewing]. “It is zoned education. We have awesome
performance spaces and maybe the Princeton Symphony, the Princeton Girls Choir and others could use a
permanent home? But we can’t do this alone. If we were independent, we’d rent out space. We would need
insurance.” Rider University takes care of the payroll and our contracts and our insurance. But we turn back a
significant amount of money to the institution.
B___: No one has said that Westminster Choir College isn’t self-sustaining.
Mary Ann L: No. It would have to have a much larger endowment to be self-sustaninhg. But Rider sees the
property as a ‘cash cow’.
Alison N: They need to raise a lot of money and that’s it.
Q: “Would the facilities would need to be reinvented? This is a logical planning stage because much of the
plant needs reinvestment.
A: “The playhouse is new. The new Arts Center. Erdman Hall has been renovated recently. Williamson Hall
is old. Dorms…they are full of bathrooms… are a wrecking ball. They are right across from the JW school.
That is not a bad place…there is an incredible parking lot there. The schools need parking. There is a field
opposite. Might close off street and have a field/pedestrians only which would be a dream come true.”
“There are concerts every week.”
“The key is to keep education zoning.”
Jim Firestone: “Maybe the School Board’s Administration could swap Valley Road for parts of Westminster
site? Shared space, mixed use. If VR site is sold, it could buy whole Westminster site for the community.”

“Is it true PRS and PU don’t want it?”
Marina R: “Could dorms become senior housing?”…Would need elevators.”
Chestnut Street Firehouse
Delores Verchere & Stephen Polen [14 Chestnut St]: “The zoning is out of date. This is THE tree street.
There should be no parking structure in residential neighborhood. It is a quiet street. You could double
density at firehouse, but no more. 10 or 20, but not 30 residents.
Rich Delgado & Miranda Hemphill [16 Chestnut]: “I have lived in Princeton almost all of my life, I am
concerned about commercial intrusion, bleeding into our neighborhood, and, frankly, into any residential
neighborhood. I have read in zoning documents that their purpose is to prevent ‘bleed-off. Too much
impervious surfaces. If we are talking about re-zoning, what will be the result of our comments here? How
do they relate to the official goings on. I’d like to know what official force things spoken about here have.”
-___: It is the tree st for those that live on it! You are talking about puttting in residential without parking.
We all have different concepts of what you are talking about. And one of the concepyts that comes to mind is
the first picture David Cohen put up there of the skyscrapers reaching to the sky! The firehouse piece of
ground is big enough to put in 200 apartments! We are a quiet street that does have a lot of traffic on it
already. We now have done away with the garage entrance that would increase traffic. You are really talking
about increasing the density. Off the top of my head, you could almost double it feasibly.
Marina R: So let’s say it could be some form of residential, no parking. Could it be senior housing? Is that
OK? Could it be just small apartments? Could it be 10 apartments? In my neighborhood, there was the
Masonic Lodge. There could hve been two McMAnsions. The zoining allowed it. Instead of doing that, the
builder came and said I am going to make it into 10 very small apartments. We think it is a good thing.
Sheldon Sturges: The one thing that is different from her example is that the firehouse is public land.
Mostly general comments:
“Why are we trying to bring millennials to town?”
“I am going to question the cost of higher density. Isn’t 30,000 people enough? Do we really want more
people?”
“High density means lower costs”
Agnes Sherman [50 Humbert]: “ I want public transit to the train that is accessible. I question bringing more
people into the community without cars. There are no shops in Princeton.”;
Jim Firestone [13 Vandeventer]:”A town is not a city. We are talking about the beginnings of a city.”
Tina Clement [13 Vandeventer]: “I am concerned about parking, especially around CVS, and more genrally,
about traffic everywhere.”
Marina Rubina AIA [28 Quarry St]: “I am for small, green, high density. Re-zoning is possible. We are
trying to see what people want. What do we want to see?”
Bee L: “I am very interested in public transit. Merchants ignore transit.”
Dan Rappoport [Copperwood]: “I have lived here for 35 years. I care about safe bicycling.”
Jeff Gradone: “When I try to hire people, it is very difficult because for them to find a place to live that is
fun. They would rather live in Hoboken.”
Howard Siskowitz [248 Hawthorne]: “No one mentions where is the new high school going to be put?
Westminster is a tremendous issue. I share Jim’s concerns about notions of density and its impacts on school
size, budgets and taxes.”
Mike Suber [38 Terhune]: Why does the Chambers St garage need replacement?
Sam Bunting:
Jeff G: “When we held extensive community conversations in the Tree Street neighborhood a few years ago,
the general sense was “We’d love to see more people in town! One of the things that make money for the
town is housing units. And mixed use concepts bring more people.
Do you still agree with that?”
“Housing patterns drive transit choices.”

Summary by Jeffrey Gradone:
If this exercise did anything, it illustrated how interesting and how frustrating it can be when everyone gets
together to plan what to do with someone else’s property! [laughter]. And there really isn’t any consensus.
We didn’t have any consensus at our table. But there some interesting things. People are concerned about
population. We met in groups like this 5 years ago and, then, people wanted more people in Princeton And
that wasn’t necessarily the case at our table. People are concerned about traffic. But they are not confident
that that traffic issue will be solved even on the timetable that Dr. Kornhuaser spoke of. They are less
concerned about attracting millennials! And more concerned about senior housing. And, if you look around
the room, I don’t see a lot of millennials. [Laughter]. So we ran into some of the frustrations of putting
parking decks that have entrances and exits in residential communities. So some of the ideas Jim Constantine
talked about in terms of closing off driveways look great from a streetscape standpoint: but no one wants that
entrance or exit in fron of their home. But there was some creativity that came out of looking at these sites.
And I will just highlight one of them, the Westminster Choir College site. We now learned that there is a
Westminster Conservatory that is there as an overlay and it would like to stay there even if the College
leaves. So, there were ideas about having local performing arts groups also use that space: publicprivate…maybe some mixed use, some residential, some senior housing [moving it closer to town]…and
then the idea that our school district is still struggling with the idea about what to do with Valley Road.
While the Westminster site is zoned education as well, maybe they could some sort of a swap, with school
buildings closer to town at Westminster…opening up Valley Road for more mixed use/commercial. Wen you
get people in the community and sit them down at a table and shoot some ideas around, some ideas you
haven’t heard before come to the forefront. That’s all I have. Thank you.
Written anonymous comments received after the meeting:
“Princeton government is not responsive to anything but lawsuits.”
“A trolley rather than self-driving cars or more parking”
“Preserve sense of neighborhoods and architecture: a sense of place. Focus on what we have and on
improving everyone’s situation.”

Notes from Break-out Table for Area Three, David Kinsey, Moderator

David: First, let’s get know each other;
-____: I’m Mark. - I am George Stein;
- ____: …Germany & Copenhagen…in Germany there are houses along the road and in behind there are
parks.
-____: I have a town-wide proposal. I would like to introduce a concept. It is called intercept parking. It is
used all over Europe. The idea is that you protect the historical core of your beautiful city by encouraging
people to park outside of that core. The Bank of America lot is a perfect place, possibly with the lot behind
the Whole Earth Center, to put a mixed use multi-story garage-stores-living units: but, if you do that you
must provide shuttle transportation into Palmer Square.
David Kinsey: That is our next site, site #15, as we go up Harrison St.
Marvin R: In many cases you are talking about older structures that are not very tall, but making them two or
three stories would get you so many more opportunities for residential housing that includes affordable
housing.
- ____: There has been a lot of conversation by City Council to the effect that for every affordable unit we
will need to build 5 market units. But that is not the case. When any non-profit or the Municipality
develops housing it can be totally affordable as long as the financing can be obtained. We do not have to
build massive numbers of market apartments.
David K: There several ways to build affordable housing. One is 100% affordable. More conventional is
private sector building 4 units market rate and one affordable. That is what Montgomery Township is
complaining that it will have to do. But there are other solutions, as well, that Princeton has even used. At
Griggs Farms, there is a 50% ‘set-aside’. A mix of for-sale and rentals.

-___: [Avalon Bay?, inaudible] who happens to be our neighbor, along the lines of semi-detached and deals
with middle income, we are someone that has that structure, so if we could sell a unit to age in place, this
would affect us in our particular zone. We are in a neighborhood, where the incentives are to tear down and
build a house that sells for between 1.2 and 1. 4 million dollars. We are not talking about families with
$175,000 incomes, we are talking about families with $250-300,000 incomes. Whereas, if you look at the
sales on Jefferson St. of these semi-detached units, they go for anywhere between $675,000 to around
$750,000, which …
Bill Moran: The Shopping Center could have residential there.
-___: It is also a transit hub.
-____: We’d like the transit hub to function earlier in the morning and later at night so that people like my
husband could use it when they commute to get to Princeton Junction early. We live near the Shopping
Center.
David K: Once I was at the Nationa Building Museum and there was an exhibit by the contractors who built
it…and there was the Princeton Shopping Center in the early 50’s.
Marvin R: It orignially had the Bambergers Department Store. It was a different kind of retail. It had 2 food
markets; Acme & A&P.
David: PCH. What should happen.
Bill M. A thought experiment. Re people without cars…wouldn’t PCH expansion be better on the Terhune St
lot by the Shopping Center? Accessible to transit hub and market. Bring ‘them’ closer.
-___: If we added a community center at PCH it would make sense to add a shuttle because there would be
more people coming.
-___: Lanwin. …to destroy it to build McMansions is the height of bad planning.
Summary by David Kinsey
Good morning. Table 3 looked at a slice of Princeton starting at Nassau Street and the Bank of America site
and then heading north to the Montgomery border. We looked at 10 sites along the way. The Harrison St
Firehouse. The current First Aid & Rescue Squad building, the Shopping Center itself. The Northern Edge of
the Shopping Center along Terhune that has been zoned for senior housing for a long time. The possibility of
expanding Princeton Community Village on the top of Bunn Drive and then there is an 80 acre tract so-called
Lanwin on Herrontown Rd. Diverse & similar. Similar in lots of opportunities…and in some places
environmental concerns, very important because we are on parts of the Princeton Ridge in some places. I
began by reading the statement that Princeton Future has put forward and we ranged all over the place:
Looking ahead for 20-30 years, Princeton Future foresees more technological changes in how we live. While protecting our
traditional residential neighborhoods and commercial districts, we have identified 25 sites where the Princeton Zoning Code should
provide for increased density, mixed use, open space, economical construction, public transit, decreased parking requirements,
public-private off-street shared parking, and more variety and choice of housing, affordable to low, moderate, middle income
families and individuals.

And I think it fair to say that we touched most of those topics and that there is broad agreement for
most of those concerns: particulary the idea of increased density, more variety and choices of housing
types. For example, making it allowable to take large houses and standard size houses and convert them to
two houses, two dwelling units. Same building envelope. Same house. But make it possible for less
expensive housing opportunities in the existing residential neighborhoods. In addition to doing things such as
taking the Bank of America property and recognizing that there are other properties behind, nearby and
behind there. The fire station and all that could be linked with rear parking and perhaps some parking garage.
So, sharing parking, more building types, making it possible to There are a lot of people of goodwill working
towards keeping this and making this even a better community and that is an important part of this planning
process. That is the concluding note. Let’s do good planning and, then, follow those good plans! Thank you!

Notes from Area Break-out Tables: Where Will Princeton Be in 20 Years?
May 20, 2017 9AM-Noon
Table for Area 4 Report from Moderator, Katherine Kish

Some people at Table 4:
Bob Hillier
Alan Kornhauser
Yina Moore
Laurel Harvey – (Chair Mpala Research Cntr, Ewaso
Ecosystem in central Kenya- Office of PU Provost) and
Membership Chair Springdale Club
Dr. J. Thomas Davidson Springdale Club President

Charlie Beach Springdale Strategic Planning Chair
Leonard Berlick-Springdale-Institute Neighborhood
Association
Dr. David Graham TRI President
Ann LaBate- realtor
Christian- PU Freshman

Video Fragments
The Butler Tract
Mayor Yina Moore: …due to the University’s mortgage programs that impact all of us and the limited stock
of housing in the town, our market issues and their supply of housing for their market which is growing.
Every time there is a faculty member hired and they don’t have housing for them, they come to outr
neighborhood and their incentives push up the competitiveness of pricing no matter what neighborhood you
live in. It tends to push up the cost of housing. The university needs to provide for housing for people they
are hiring with high salaries and long-term tenure-tracked positions on land that they have that is obviously
not most convenient to the center.
Katherine Kish: Is that highly-paid faculty member going to be interested in Merwick-Stanworth?
Yina Moore: Not the way they developed it. It is an entry-level…
Bob Hillier FAIA: No
Alain Kornhauser: Are we going to multi-use? Or, are we just ging to have more housing here, in left field
where nobody can walk to get a quart of milk? Are we going to continue to do this one more time in
Princeton? I mean where is the Shopping Center relative to this? OK? So you are making a bunch of people
who are going to have cars…have to take a car…or, oh yes, Tiger Transit..oh sure, never mind.
- ___I can see as to how you’d like to keep the continuity on both sides of the street as you are coming in on
Harrison St. I agree 100% that there should be some shopping.
Alain K.: Something to support the surrounding community. We don’t want to create a shopping mall.
Bob Hillier: Witherspoon-Jackson has a density of about 23 units per acre. We owned the old Forer
Pharmacy. It sat vacant for 3 years while we tried to renovate it. We kept rrying to get grocery stores in there.

We went to McCaffrey’s, Whole Foods, WaWa. In spite of that density, they didn’t feel there were enough
people to warrant a shop.
Yina M: They want big parking.
Bob H: That’s right.
Alain: You are talking about upscale grocery stores. We are talking about…what do you have on the blocks
of Paris? We don’t have upscale grocery stores, we have …it is about time we have some of the …
-___: We need more affordable housing so that the owners of the stores will be more forward moving so we
could walk to work.
Alain K: As has been pointed out, us driving to the grocery store is on its last legs. It may be that Amazon is
going to deliver everything to our house. We are going to get dog food delivered to my house.
Lower Alexander Corridor
Katherine: [from broadside] “Replace existing service and office uses with newer retail, office, and
residential uses. Include small-scale short-term apartment rentals for visiting actors, musicians, and other
performers at venues for the arts.” Is this the thinking of the town or the University for this [?] area?
Yina: I don’t think the town has anything. So much has been dismantled in this area now. What has been
stated here is likely the plan anyway. It is somebody’s plan. It is not our plan. This arts-transit ‘speak’ of
whatever it was that was their plan.
Kevin Wilkes: This is like a comment from ten years ago. First of all, artists and actors aren’t going to want
to live short term in Princeton when they can get back to the city. But I do want to empahasize that Lower
Alexander has the opportunity to carry significant housing growth of one manner or another. Whether it is
high density, whether it is affordable whether it is expensive or condos or apartments or town homes there is
a lot of opportunity being adjacent to the Dinky line as Alain has suggested that it could be improved and
augmented in the future that could make the argument that David made about smart growth absolutely
unimpeachable in that one specific location because it would be along a high-powered transit line.
-___: Would you add more stops?
Kevin Wilkes: For the same reason that this table thought that Butler should be mixed use, this is a clear
candidate for mixed use.
Bob Hillier: Even better.
Kevin W: There is a higher traffic load on Alexander than on Harrison.
Alain: There used to be a public gas station on the corner, now it is being rebuilt to I don’t know what.
Maybe it is Enterpise Rental Car for the train station? A short term placeholder. Again, for all that housing
that has been built down there, if they want to get a quart of milk, they are going to take a car. There are no
services for the Lawrence Apartments or the new Hibben-Magie. The university is saying here but take care
of your own mobility to get your services. The WaWa, yes. I stand corrected.
Jim Harford Jr: I think you are looking at a place that could use a bed & breakfast or a hotel.
-___: It used to be there-the Princeton Inn.
-___: The map doesn’t show Lawrence Dr. The crucial, real issue on Alexander is the traffic on Alexander
and the very dangerous curve. The D&R Canal said they would build a bridge across there…straight out. I
have seen collisions and I have heard the wreck that killed a man on the bridge.
Springdale
Tom Davidson: …at any rate. A new learning center. They have helped us in the last 6 months with the
clearance of dead and dying trees, something that the University didn’t have to do. They have done it mainly
for safety purposes. It is not just we 425 members who use this facility. Students and townsfolks go for walks
on the golf course when it is not in use. They have helped us financially with that recent program. They have
communicated to us that there are many ways they continue to value us as a venue for their golf team but
also for their faculty and their students who play there. So these rumors that are flying around town about
buying Jasna Polana or building a Law School or Medical School there, or selling to Toll Brothers, we just
…although they have the right to do that…by the way the licensing agreement expires in 2036, not 2026.
Although there is a clause there that does give them the right to evict us in 2026. We believe it is going to be
a golf club for much more than 10 years…and after that…I didn’t go to Princeton…I am not on the Alumni

Council…but I can’t believe they are going to sell it. When I look at that property, the word ‘priceless’
comes to mind. Even if someone in a high place wanted to come in and develop a golf course, I don’t think
they’d sell it under any circumstances because they value its proximity to its main campus. They will
continue to own and maintain it, at least partly as open space.
-Len Berlick: Residents, we actually formed a residents association because of our worst nightmare, the
[Campus] plan that the University has prepared, showing bike paths and everything over the course. We have
over 150 members. We have met with the university once in a big meeting and in a couple of smaller
meetings and they have said to us a couple of things that is encouraging. One that is: They will do nothing
with that property that will affect the traffic on Springdale Road. The worst nightmare would be a residential
college across the street. It can’t happen without impacting traffic. Secondly, they have said they have no
lans as of now, at any rate, to build anything on Springdale Road. I think it is accurate to say that the
residents in between the university and the Institute . We like the neighborhood. We hope the golf course can
be kept green, one way or another. We think it is a great open space. We also think it makes Princeton
unique. .
Jim Harford: the real issue is to make sure that Springdale Road is not a throughway. Many West Princeton
residents who want to open it up because Alexander Rd is congested. Alain had the right idea. You need to
go underground…under Faculty Rd. I don’t care whther it is a Dinky or a mass transit driverless train. You
need to start thinking about going underground….where the transit hub is today.
-Laurel Harvey: As a board member of Springdale Golf Course on the Membership Committee, the best
thing that Princeton Future can do is to be very what it advertises in the Town Topics about Springdale Golf
Course. As you respect any organization that has a private licensing or lease agreement. The last thing you
want to do is misconstrue the facts and damage or harm organizations. I have gotten prospective members
who have come to me and the University is ceasing operations. I read this in Princeton Future. That’s not
helpful. And so to be able to be accurate is…
Kish Notes:
TRI Discussion
Bob Hillier reported that he had gotten approval years ago for 20 townhouses; Found contamination that
needs serious remediation. Dr. Grimm countered that it was chlorinated solvent that had been improperly
stored in glass containers that cracked. The land is not contaminated. Water passing through part of the
property could be contaminated but 12 acres could still be developed.
Butler TractSingle family housing for lower level faculty. Yina was concerned that upper level faculty without
university housing pushed up housing prices in regular neighborhoods because of housing allowances.
Multiuse would be good here “so people could walk to buy milk”. Not currently supported by zoning.
Question raised by Laurel as to what we were doing discussing properties that were controlled by
University. Consensus was that the public had to help inform both University and town officials so they
could make better decisions. Alan generally felt that the University was badly behaved and did stuff behind
closed doors.(In a conversation with me after the meeting, Laurel expressed shock that University reps were
invited and chose not to come.)
BroadmeadProposed bridge might change whole neighborhood
Lower AlexanderMixed Use is key to this very busy corridor. Alexander Rd. should be straightened and traffic should be
slowed. Lots of danger around bridge. Gentleman from Basin Rd. led these comments. Need for more pet
friendly places- dog parks
Springdale240 acres given to the University by the Club and its members for $10 in 1909. No deed restrictions
2006- Built new clubhouse with the University underwriting the mortgage

Davidson, Club President , said they now have 425 members and the reports of their demise greatly
exaggerated. They know they will probably not remain a golf course forever but Springdale’s lease is good
for 10 years with a 2036 expiration. Springdale feels that with the University investing $1mil. in a new
training facility for the PU golf team and PU paying to cut dead and dying trees that the golf course will
remain a valued venue for faculty and students for a long time.
There is a Springdale Neighborhood Association with 150 members very concerned about traffic on
Springdale Rd. Alan raised points of possible underground roads for Faculty and Washington.
Club Group was concerned that the statements by the University and our PF ad for today’s meeting were
creating a rumor storm that made recruiting new Club members much harder.
David Cohen closed our discussion by reiterating the importance of planning while there was still time rather
than grousing after the deeds were done.
Summary by Katherine Kish, Moderator of Area 4 Table
Table 4 benefitted fom having Bob Hillier, Alain Kornhauser and Yina Moore at the table because we had
people who really knew development, we had people who really knew the planning board and we had people
who realy knew transportation. Needless to say transportation was key factor in our discussion.
Neighborhoods should be transportation friendly. And many of them are not! We had a lot of discussion
about the value of mixed use. We discussed about everything from the Textile Institute to the Springdale
Golf Course …and the Butler Tract on Harrison that is a big piece of land. If it going to be developed by the
University for faculty housing, the question Alain likes to raise “Where are they going to buy a quart of milk
without getting into a car?”And, if you think about that, many of our neighborhoods are like that and it
raises the question: “Do people want to live in isolation, even in this Amazon world, or, do they want to be
able to walk to some appropriate services if they can and if it is planned and therefore appropriate for the
neighborhood?” That was an important part of many of the pieces of of our discussion. Many of the
properties on our list are university properties. We had conversations about “What is the University doing?”
“How can the needs of the community and the needs of the university co-exist?” “What kinds of
conversations are possible between the university and those representing the town?” And we talked a little bit
about how we have become “more participative” in recent tmes in a lot of different issues! We said that this
is a very good way to help inform both our town leaders and our university leaders as to what the
community’s needs are. Obviously transportation is a key, mixed use, relations between the university and
the town. And then we came to the Springdale Golf Course. We had several representatives of the golf
course at our table. Interestingly it is a 240 acre property that was turned over to the unversity in 1909 for
$10. The relationship between the club and the university goes back a long way. And, hopefully, it will go
forward. That is the hope of the 425 members of the club. They are aggressively looking to add to their
membership. Although they see that it is possible it won’t remain a golf course forever, the question is “Can
it remain a golf course for a reasonable amount of time? And, with the development the university is talking
about, such as a very fancy $1,000,000 training facility being built next to the club, it would seem there are
long range plans to keep the golf course there. Questions might be ‘Should it be the same size?” “where is
development possible?” “What are the good planning questions?” David Cohen reminded us at the end of
that discussion that, althought there are many, many unknowns, this is good time to be raising some good
questions about what is out there in 2026…or 2046? What should a future design be? I think that is the theme
of every thing we talked about: the reinforcement of the notion that growth is coming folks. Change is
coming. More traffic is going to come. …Unless we do something about it in planning in very smart ways
ahead of time! So, it was agood discussion. Thank you!
Kevin Wilkes: So, moving forward, Princeton Future is putting up its new website
[https://princetonfuture.org]. Our presenters have allowed us to put the full ppt presentations of Dr.
Kornhauser, Jim Constantine and David Cohen up there. We will tke your comments this summer and start
next fall to look at some specific sites, trying to develop some specific proposals that will showcase some of
the ideas we have heard today. I thank you all very much for coming today.

